Modern organizations collaborate
better with Linchpin
Confluence-based intranet

With a cocktail
recipe inside –
Collaboration

Sunshine!

Modern digital collaboration
is a cocktail
Companies often struggle to plan for surprises - and surprises
are exactly what the complex, dynamic markets have for us,
every day. Surprises appear with an ever increasing frequency. But there are ways in which companies can prepare.
This does not just mean management and corporate executives: Complexity at such a high level cannot be simplified.
We're talking about the employees that form the foundation
of our company, those who are busy solving customer problems and managing increasing complexity in their jobs each
day.
Today's teams need to be flexible, dynamic and robust. They
must be comfortable working digitally - internally within their
teams, across team boundaries, and with external partners
and customers. Companies need to provide their employees
with the right mix of tools and a supportive healthy atmosphere to achieve smooth collaboration.

The Linchpin dashboard keeps you up to date
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Collaboration Sunshine
COCKTAIL RECIPE

A glass for

Modern, successful digital collaboration is a cocktail. And, as
with any good cocktail, every ingredient is important in order to achieve a good result. No ingredient is superfluous.
Everything contributes to the overall success - this unique
cocktail for successful modern collaborative is a valuable
guide for teams struggling to manage complexity and deal
with surprises.

Transparency

A slice of

Personality

4.5 cl of

Many currently available tools naturally support and promote
a healthy and modern collaborative culture. With a Linchpin
intranet, based on Atlassian Confluence, you can mix the perfect balance of the right ingredients.

Trust

1.5 cl of

Centralization

A healthy digital work environment, quality tools and flexible
processes all influence employee motivation and happiness.
Personalized and thus relevant content and tools, central and
transparent communication, trust and humor are all important to collaborating effectively and efficiently.

A decent portion of

Communication

A pinch of

Humor

Follow Linchpin's recipe for modern collaboration by adding
these missing ingredients in six easy steps.
Bind it all together with
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Ingredient 1: Transparency
Collaborate effectively and transparently
To achieve great things together, you need to work effectively
and transparently with your colleagues on content and share
intranet pages quickly and easily with each other. From short
reactions to detailed comments – all discussions take place
directly in context. Avoid pointless meetings and a flood of
email by using Linchpin microblogs and news posts to
get fast feedback from your colleagues. Organize
events and let participants manage their own attendance. Collaborate in real-time with your colleagues on documentation and diagrams. Share
pages quickly and easily with your colleagues.

Ingredient 2: Personality
Make your events more attractive with Linchpin Events

Avoid the pointless information overload
With personalized content, navigation and apps, Linchpin
shows your employees exactly the information and tools
they need to get their jobs done. They won't have to
wade through news, discussions, content, events,
and apps used by other departments - everything
they need is right at their fingertips with Linchpin.
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Ingredient 3: Communication
Reach everyone, no matter where they are
With Linchpin Touch and Linchpin Mobile, you can reach all
of your employees and keep them informed at all times.
Whether they are on the factory floor, on location, or
retail staff, everyone without their own workstation
can stay up-to-date with the latest news and events,
participate in discussions, access information and
contact colleagues quickly and easily with Linchpin.

Ingredient 4: Centralization
Save time - do everything from your central hub
Linchpin brings all of the separate ingredients for modern collaboration together by being the central hub for all of your
work tasks. With Linchpin, you can quickly find experts, locate information in the Confluence knowledge base, collaborate on documentation, jump to external applications, ask
for and give feedback in the microblog, and catch up
on the latest news, all from your Linchpin dashboard. Corporate knowledge is transparently
documented and accessible in one central location. Information can be continuously kept
up to date, expanded upon and shared.

Stay in contact while out of the office with the
Linchpin Mobile Microblog
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Ingredient 5: Trust

Search user
Additional ﬁlter

Need help? Find an expert!

Invite user

The extended user profiles in Linchpin aren’t only
used to personalize the intranet to avoid information overload. With extra user profile fields, you can
quickly and easily locate experts within your organization - tools, processes, languages, and locations. Find
the right person every time with Linchpin.

Benjamin Richard
Consultant
Svenson

Jana Anderson
Solution Owner

Ingredient 6: Humor
Have fun too!
Set up spaces or microblog topics so that your employees can
interact with each other in a more relaxed setting.
When teams get to know each other better, they
will collaborate more effectively. Linchpin Microblogging is perfect for breaking the ice!

Linchpin User Profiles helps you find the right people every time
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Questions?
A Linchpin intranet based on Atlassian
Confluence creates the ideal conditions for
collaboration and freely flowing information, without the annoying context switching and wasted time. Content is visible and
collaboration in projects is easier.
Linchpin effectively manages the complex
problem of too much information with a
flexible and customizable solution to deliver the exactly the tools and information
that each employee needs, right across
your organization. This personalized platform enables all employees in distributed

organizations to quickly access information, exchange ideas, collaborate on projects, find the right people to contact, and
access their tools, no matter where they
are in the world.
Linchpin is a social intranet suite that
connects, promotes transparent communication and efficient collaboration company-wide. It's a central place of truth
for everyone, personalized to meet their
needs. It's a great recipe to manage complexity and prepare for surprises!
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If you have any questions about
any of the Linchpin apps or our social intranet and extranet solutions,
please stop by the Cprime diamond
booth in the Expo Hall. We would
be delighted to give you a demonstration!
Contact information
Come and see us at booth 631 in
the Expo Hall!
www.linchpin-intranet.com

